How to find and use Ley Lines and Places of Power.

Since pre-historic times, man & women have been able to tune into the energy meridians of the earth called Ley lines and to find and use places where abundant earth energy exists.

How to find Ley lines and Places of Power

Stone Markers

In Hawaii the ancients had ways to find places of power and would build Heiaus (stone temples) on them. One of my favorites is Hikiau Heiau on Big Island Hawaii. I have personally been to the Medicine Heiau on Oahu, visited a few of the Heiaus in Waipio Valley and done some clearing there. Since the Hawaiians consider Heiaus sacred, elaborate rituals on Heiaus might not be welcome. It is always appropriate to make a small Ho'o Kupu and respectively leave it with a prayer. When you have found a Heiau, you have found a power spot.

In Europe, ancient man (megalithic man) would identify places of power, like Stonehenge & Avebury with stone markers and recognize earth power at natural stone formations like Externsteine in Germany.
**Mikkyo Scanning**
We can use the Taoist Mikkyo technique of scanning to find Ley lines and places of power. We start with San Jiao, a method of connecting the three main energy centers in the body and then connect them to the palms of the hands. The palms then become super-sensitive and we can easily detect the earth energy when we find it. Details can be found at: www.energiebewegung/materials.

**Nature Markers**
On Ley lines and places of power, trees tend to use the abundant earth energy and grow exceptionally large, and some with many trees coming out of one root system...

Streams and rivers that flow above and below ground also generate their own healthy power and influence Ley lines. Granted, the above ground rivers are easier to find. Mistletoe and nettle are found in abundance on Ley lines and places of power.
Churches
Very often churches would build cathedrals and monasteries on power places that the pagans and Celtic peoples considered sacred. Good examples of this are Glastonbury Abby and the cathedral in Magdeburg.

Place Names
One can find hints in old place names, from times when people were more in tune with the earth and nature. Near Berlin, Heiligensee has two Ley lines crossing in the lake. Also near Berlin, Halle/Salle means „holy“ comes from the latin (salus) or the Celtic (salvos) and has two Ley lines crossing nearby.

Dowsing
Dowsing is a form of strengthening your intuition. It helps to show your eyes what your subconscious already knows. Originally used to find water, Dowsing was a vital skill for farmers as well as townspeople.
The use of copper or wood dowsing rods (or wands) is useful in finding Ley lines, under ground water and places of power.

Hold the cooper Dowsing rods loose in the hands so they are free to move. The arms are straight and the ends of the rods are pointed a little down from parallel with the ground. The rods will be straight out from your body and not crossing where there are no Ley lines, underground water or earth energies. Walk in the direction where you think a Ley line may be. As you come into the energy of the Ley line, the rods will begin to move and cross. With practice, you will be able to detect in which direction the Ley line flows. Practice makes perfect. Übung macht den Meister.
Pendulums are also excellent ways to detect abundant earth energy. Check the pendulum reading standing still, outside of a Ley line. It will be still and not moving. Walk slowly in the direction of the Ley line and as you enter the energy, the pendulum will begin to move in circles. Again, practice makes the master.

Why using Ley Lines and Places of Power is important

We can use the abundant energy of Ley lines and places of power to manifest anything we want in this world. Because the energy we send out always comes back to us, we choose to gather together to chant and use simple Taoist and Hawaiian rituals to project peace into the Ley lines.

When we look at the structure of civilization, cities, and history, it is easy to see how leaders of the past have used the earth power of sacred places to secure their own goals and ambitions.

Let's look at a few examples of how the energy projected into Ley lines always returns to the senders. Nazis- Adolph Hitler had the architect, Albert Speer, design buildings and plan cities to cement his power in Germany and Europe.

I have observed, that when men use the earth energy for greedy, evil or oppressive purposes, that energy comes right back to them. Hitler used Geomantic experts to place his concentration camps for the exploitation of slave labor to fuel his war machine. Geomancy is the science of non-visible energy phenomena of the earth.

Hitler's 1,000 year Reich lasted less than 15 years. Examples of a few concentration camps on or near Ley lines include; Sachsenhausen & Barth in Germany and Krakao & Auschwitz in Poland.

In America, the Pentagon is located over the meeting point of 5 Ley lines. We are all familiar with the Pentagon's foreign policies, and according to http://www.gunviolencearchive.org/ in 2016 there have been 263 mass shootings in America and a total 9,871 gun related deaths so far. What you put into the Ley lines ALWAYS comes back to you.
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The earth energy in Ley lines is there for all of us to use. For those of us who want peace, it is important to use the energy of power places to send our heartfelt, urgent requests for peace now into the earth and use the energy to manifest our priorities.

**How to use places of power?**

Man can learn a lot from nature. Just look at some of the trees that we found growing on Ley lines...

The trees use the abundant earth energy to fuel their growth. We can use this same energy to manifest.

Manifesting Peace. Find your Ley line or place of power. Build a simple circle of stones. If you are in a group, have everyone form a circle within the circle. You can place crystals, orgone generators, bottles of water in the center of the circle to absorb the energy of the process. There are many ways to call up the energy of the place; chanting, singing, music, dance, structured rituals. The way you choose to connect with the earth is really up to you.

When we have “Healing the Land” visits to sites, we start with Taoist energy gathering techniques like Bagua (a moving meditation) and San Jiao to draw in heaven energy and ground it under us. We then draw the combined energies up into the physical and energetic bodies. Details can be found in; www.energiebewegung/materials.

Then we use the energy through Mikkyo to clear, charge and connect the chakras, meridians, and energetic body. Details can be found at; www.energiebewegung/materials.

Then we cut a Mikkyo grid and project the ohm and shanti symbols and their energies into the grid, into the Ley line, into Germany, into Europe and the whole world.

While this method delivers a focused, powerful projection into the earth, simply chanting or holding a drumming circle is also way of manifesting peace.

Super charging crystals or bottles of water, orgone generators is a good idea to take the Peace energy and vibration home with you.

**Honoring the Four Directions**

When setting up the circle, if you are doing a ritual to honor the four directions, a simple compass can tell you where north is. When you can see the sun set or sunrise location, a simple technique is; place your left hand in the direction of the setting sun, right hand in direction of the rising sun. Clap your hands together and your are pointing north.

Honoring the four direction rituals can be found in many different cultures, from American Indian to Dr. John Dee's rituals with the Angles of the Watchtower and Golden Dawn. The ritual helps get you in the right frame of mind and in synchronization with the earth energies you are working with. You do not need a lot of stones in your ring to get started. They do not have to touch and they do not have to be large. Start with four (1 for each compass direction) or 8 (getting deeper into sacred geometry) or whatever number has significance for you.

**Fire**

Bonfires can be a lot of fun and pujas have been used by yogi masters for millennia to burn off personal karma, emotional energy pollution (EEP) from others and fire is great for burning manifestation requests or burning up what is unwanted in life.

BE AWARE. You are responsible for what you are doing; always practice fire safety. Only burn where it is allowed, stay with the fire while its burning, be prepared to extinguish the fire in case of
emergency and be 100% sure the fire is completely out before leaving. American songwriter Johnny Cash once was fined a lot of money for a forest fire he started by accident.

**Plant**
Plant a tree with intent on a Ley line. For a birthday, we planted 2 walnut trees on ley lines near Sacrower See. In the future, we hope that they grow huge and provide healthy food for decades to come.

**Labyrinth**
Walk a simple labyrinth pattern within your circle. The pattern can be laid out and walked, followed by a meditation in the center.

**Reiki**
It is also possible to walk simple Reiki symbols into the Lay line. During the walk, chant the name of the Reiki energy as you enter into it.

**Pay respects to the Departed**
Ley lines have been referred to as; “avenues between this world and the after life.” As such we can help newly departed loved ones to transition by simple rituals performed on or near places of power. The ancient peoples of England used stone doorways for burial rituals (photo) to celebrate the transition from this life to the next.

Also, there are many good books written on the subject of Ley lines. Do your research and then go out and find them!

We hope you enjoy this short write up on Ley lines, how to find them and use them. Please join us on some of our journeys into nature to experience and use the power of the earth.

Much love and aloha.....
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A memorial service held at Sacrowersee